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Abstract 

Experimental methods to search for the 'invisible axion' (fa >> 250 GeV) are reviewed. 
The report focuses on the axion-photon coupling, both for laboratory experiments as 
well as those looking for stellar or cosmologically produced axions. The conclusion is 
that while the axion-photon mixing in principle would permit laboratory axion 
searches which are broadband in mass, in fact no such experiment could have the 
sensitivity to the axion, where mafa = m&. The only experiments which promise to 
have any chance to find the axion are the microwave cavity experiments, which 
presume axions to constitute our galactic halo dark matter. The conversion of axions 
into a monochromatic microwave signal in a resonant circuit affords the experiment 
the extraordinary sensitivity required to see the axion, at the expense of being narrow- 
band in mass, i.e. a tuning experiment. Two such efforts are underway in the world. 
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Introduction 

The Peccei-Quinn mechanism to enforce strong-CP conservation, and its corpus 
delicfi, the axion, have defied either being confirmed or ruled out for almost two 
decades. We do know that if the axion exists its mass must be in the range of 10-63) 
eV, bounded by arguments of cosmological overproduction from below, and by stellar 
evolution from above, the most stringent limit being that of SN1987a.l) This 
remaining window in mass corresponds to axions whose coupling to anything is 
extraordinarily weak, including photons . 

Since the axion has an induced coupling to two photons, axion-photon mixing can 
occur in an external electromagnetic field (i.e. a sea of virtual photons). Put in more 
practical terms, since the interaction of axions and photons in an external magnetic 
field is given by Lht = gaw a E*B, a photon traveling through a region of transverse 
magnetic field will have some probability of being found as an axion (and v.v.). This 
is true only for the photon state whose electric field vector is parallel to the external 
magnetic field, and of course it must be allowed energetically. There is an oscillation 
length in the problem, as the axion is massive (ka = (&-ma2)’/’), whereas the photon 
is exactly massless (ku= w). The probability of the axion state will be quadratic in the 
depth z into the magnetic field, so long as I qz I <<1, where the momentum mismatch 
q =Icy - ka = ma2/20, for ma << o . That this oscillation length could be macroscopic 
in certain regimes suggested three of the approaches below, and brought large magnets 
built for high energy physics to bear on axion searches. The full axion-photon mixing 
problem including vacuum birefringence, medium effects, etc. has been carried out by 
Raffelt and Stodolsky.2) 

Axion searches through the two-photon coupling 

As mentioned above, axion-photon mixing opens the possibility at least for detection 
of the axion through modification of classical electrodynamics. The selection belo,w is 
not a complete syllabus of all experiments which have been proposed. Extremely light 
axions also imply ultra-weak short-range macroscopic forces, but that discussion is 
outside the scope of this report. 

1. Phofon regeneration (“invisible light shining through walls”). As shown in Fig. 
la, two collinear dipole magnets are separated by an optical barrier, and a laser beam is 
directed down the first.3) The probability for axion-photon conversion in the first 
magnet is given by ll = (0/4ka) (gB01)2Fz(q) = (1 /4 ) (g&~l )~  , for q << I ,  where I is the 
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length of the magnet, and Bo its strength. Hereafter g = gan for simplicity. It is 
easily seen that F2(q) is the Fourier transform of the magnetic field profile in z , 
normalized to unity for q = 0. Clearly to build up the effective laser power in the first 
dipole, one would make a cavity or a ring laser. At the end of the second dipole is a 
low-noise detector for single photons, i.e. a cooled spot-cathode photomultiplier tube. 
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(a) The photon regeneration experiment. (b) Homodyning which 
the dependence of the sensitivity of the experiment on any external source 
(c) Sensitivity of the experiment. for various configurations; see text for 

Axions created in the first magnet traverse the wall, and can convert back to photons 
with the same probability, i.e. P(y+a, a+?) = n2 = 84. As Eqn. l a  shows, one goes a 
long way with rather little investment, however the experiment is almost immune to 
improvement through counting statistics, i.e. increasing laser power, running time or 
noise improvement! (E, v and 6 designate the photocathode efficiency, noise and laser 
duty factor respectively.) The dashed line in Fig. IC corresponds to the benchmark 
values in the numerical expression of Eqn la, appropriate to a laser in the visible 
spectrum. The experiment can be improved somewhat by homodyning, whereby part 
of the incident light is sent around the barrier, and recombined with the optical path 
corresponding to the amplitude for (y-a, a+?). It is easy to see that the 'signal' in the 
PMT now goes only as g2, and can be made arbitrarily large by increasing the amplitude 
of the unimpeded optical path. Thus all external sources of noise (e.g. dark current in 
the PMT) can be made negligible, however the experiment is still limited by shot noise 
of the laser; and the ultimate sensitivity in g still only goes as P-114, where P is the laser 
power. Eqn. l b  for homodyning is appropriate to 30 SSC dipoles in each leg, and a high 
power CO;! laser, and also displayed as the solid line in Fig. IC. 
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Above a certain mass, the oscillation length becomes shorter than the length of the 
uniform magnetic field, and the sensitivity falls off,-due to a degradation of F(q). The 
dot-dash line in Fig. IC shows how the mass reach of the experiment may be extended 
in this case. For the example above with a string of a large number N of discrete 
dipoles, by configuring the magnets in various combinations of alternating polarity, 
i.e. making a wiggler of varying period, F(q) may be kept of order unity up to q - I-1, 
rather than (NZ)-1, where Z is the length of an individual dipole. 

' 

Such an experiment has been carried out by Ruoso ef aZ.,4) using two Brookhaven CBA 
dipoles (4.4 m long each, 3.7 T), and an argon ion laser (1.5 W, 200 traversals in an 
optical cavity). A limit of g c 7.7 x 10-7 GeV was established, for ma e 10-3 eV. 

2. Polarizafion. Another manifestation of the axion would be in the change of 
polarization of light traveling through a magnetic region. The experiment is similar 
to the one above, but there is only one magnetic leg. Linearly polarized light is 
injected into an optical cavity within the magnet with the electric field vector E at 
some non-zero angle cp with respect to the B field (optimally @5'), and later extracted 
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Figure 2. Three polarization contributions to the change in polarization state of light 
in a magnetic field. (a) Production of real axions. (b) The production of virtual 
axions. (c) Higher-order QED. 
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and analyzed to look for a change in its polarization state. The optical cavity allows 
what is at best a miniscule signal to build up by a factor N, the number of bounces 
back-and-forth in the cavity. Figure 2 shows three diagrams which could contribute to 
this change in polarization. Fig. 2a is the production of real axions, which since it 
depletes photons in the cavity, is equivalent to an imaginary component of the index 
of refraction of the vacuum for one polarization state. Since only the El I component 
can produce axions, E I I is foreshortened by a tiny amount, whereas El .  is not, leading 
to a rofafion of the linearly polarized light. Figs. 2b & 2c both lead to a birefringence of 
the vacuum, or linearly polarized light becoming ellipfically polarized. Figure 2c is the 
famous "light-by-light" scattering diagram, which has been seen in Delbruck scattering, 
and measured in the muon (g-2) experiment. Putting axions aside, this experiment 
offers the prospect of the first direct observation of vacuum birefringence?) The QED 
vacuum birefrigence (n_L=1+(4/2){, nl I = 1+(7/2)@ where 6 = a/45n(Bext/B,ht)2 and 
Bcdt = -2/e ~ 4 . 4  x 1013 Gauss, leads to the ellipticity (with L = NZ): 

2 2  3 a Bext Lo 
45me 

yQED = 4 sin(2q) . 

The axion-induced ellipticity and polarization rotation (for ma2<<2no/2 ) are given by: 

1 2 
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Such an experiment has been carried out by a Rochester-BNL-FNAL collaboration at 
Brookhaven.6) Searching for extremely small rotations of the plane of polarization 
requires consummate signal processing and careful understanding of all sources of 
noise and systematic error. The magnetic field was modulated sinusoidally at a 
frequency OM, and likewise a Faraday rotator at OF on the output light beam just before 
the orthogonal polarizer. The sought-for signal should appear at the side-bands (OF & 
OM). (In the case of searching for induced ellipticity, a quarter-wave plate is inserted, 
converting it into a net polarization rotation.) One needs to appreciate how small the 
signals really are that one expects. For this experiment, with a total single-pass length 
of 8.8 m, , and typically N = 500, @ED = 4.7 x 10-13. The axion- 
induced signals for a standard axion-photon coupling are much smaller. For example, 
for ma - 10-3 eV, where g - 10-13 GeV-1, v/"X = 3 x 10-22 and E = 2 x 10-25 ! In fact, the 

( Bext >2 = 4.5 
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sensitivity to polarization rotation that was finally achieved was around 3.5 x 10-10, 
still three orders of magnitude away from seeing “light-by-light” scattering. The 
absence of a signal in both polarization rotation and ellipticity may be interpreted as 
limits on non-standard axions as well; Figure 3 shows that these limits are comparable 
to that of the photon regeneration experiment. Of course, residual gas of too great a 
pressure would exhibit a measurable birefringence as well; in fact the experimenters 
introduced various gases whose Cotton-Mouton constant was known in order to 
confirm that the experiment was working properly. 

I I I 
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Figure 3. Limits on non-standard axions from the absence of (a) magnetically-induced 
polarization rotation, and (b) ellipticity.6) ,In this figure, M ,= g1. 

A new experiment is being planned by a Colorado State-NIST-FNAL-SSCL 
collaboration that would use the SSC-dipole string and a Fabry-Perot interferometer of 
high finesse (-106); this experiment could measure the QED-effect to O.l%.7) 

3. A search for solar axions. It is now well-known that the various stellar limits 
overlap seamlessly in mass up to the regime of particle physics experiments. However 
there was some concern a number of years ago whether there was complete closure 
between the SN1987a upper bound, and the lower bound derived from Red Giants. 
The mass region in contention was around 1 eV, and only pertained to ‘hadronic’ 
axions, i.e. those with no tree-level coupling to electrons. As originally suggested by 
Sikivie, one may look for the conversion of axions produced in the sun into x-rays, 
inside a large magnetic volume.8) Given the large flux of axions at the earth, ,1012 
cm-2sec-1mB[eV]2, the theoretical maximum rates would seem workable for the ‘l-eV 
window‘ region. However one has to address the problem that even though the 
average axion energy is - 4 keV, the oscillation length for ma = 1 eV is 9-1 - O(mm) 
<e (size of magnet), and the conversion rate cannot achieve the theoretical maximum. 
Sikivie suggested the use of an inhomogeneous magnetic field, i,e. some kind of 
wiggler; an alternative proposal involved giving the photon an effective mass.% 
Recall that for x-rays, n = 1 - my2/2&, where my2 = wpl2 = 4mopfl. In the expression 
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for the plasma frequency ro is the classical electron radius, p is the density (cm-3), 
and f l  is the atomic scattering factor = Zgas. For both hydrogen and helium, the 
scattering factor is flat enough over the entire 1-10 keV spectrum so that the matching 
of the axion and photon dispersion functions is complete and the theoretically 
maximum conversion rate can be achieved. The mass range for the axion is swept out 
by varying the gas pressure. Figure 4 shows the calculated solar axion spectrum, and 
the concept for the experiment in ref. 9, designed around a solenoidal magnet. A thin 
mylar window separates the e.g. xenon gas-filled cylindrical multiple-wire 
proportional chamber on the inner wall from the H2 or He gas. Sensitivity to 
hadronic axions in the 0.5-5 eV range is possible with an experiment on the scale of the 
FNAL 15' bubble chamber magnet. 

&. =!.- ? 
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Figure 4. (a) Calculated spectrum of solar axions. (b) Concept for the experiment 
utilizing a solenoidal magnet. 

A first attempt at such an experiment has been carried out by Lazarus et al., using a 
warm dipole magnet (1.8 m long, 15 cm bore, 2.2 T) with an insert permitting helium 
gas to be introduced, followed by a xenon proportional chamber.10) The magnet being 
most convenient to operate in its usual horizontal configuration, data was taken for 15 
minutes at sunset, for four nights, at various pressures of the helium gas (Figure 5). 
Although far from addressing the '1-eV window' problem, it is impressive that the 
exclusion region for such a simple experiment exceeded that of the laser experiments 
by two orders of magnitude in both g and ma! Stars do things on a grand scale. 

4. A telescope search for axions in halos of galactic clusfers. Part of the resolution of 
the '1-eV window' problem came from a search for axions spontaneously decaying into 
two photons (a+2y) in the halos of rich clusters. The signature of spontaneous decay 
would be a quasi-monochromatic line in the spectrum, at an energy of half the axion 
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Figure 5. 
operation at different gas pressures: (a) 0 torr, (b) 55 torr, (c) 100 torr. 

Excluded region from the solar axion search.10) The curves represent 

mass, whose width would be prescribed by the virial velocity of the cluster. The 
lifetime of axions, T [sec] - 10~m,[eV]-s, is irrelevantly long for axions in the allowed 
region lO-(6-3) eV. However for eV-axions, the lifetime is short enough that an 
observable signal could be seen from halos of galactic clusters, as pointed out by 
Turner, and who with his colleagues carried out such a search at Kitt Peak.11) It 
should be pointed out that axions in this mass range would have been thermally 
produced in the Big Bang, and would not constitute a large fraction of the dark matter: 
a[%] - O(m,[eV]). 

The strategy of this search was to record the spectrum sighting at the center of a cluster, 
and also the spectrum off-center by several core radii. By properly normalizing and 
subtracting, one may eliminate the atmospheric molecular emission lines which 
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Figure 6. (a) Spectrum of A2218 at approximately one core radius, and subtraction 
spectrum. (b) Synthetic line introduced into the spectrum of A2256, from the decay of 
a 3.2-eV axion. In both cases, the intensity is in units of erg cm-2arcsec-2A -1 see-1. 
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dominate the spectra. For the three clusters studied (all with z = 0.06-0.17, CJ - 1300 
km/sec, and core radius a - 400 kpc), the expected line intensity would be on the order 

of la  - 1017 (mJ3 eV)7 erg cm-2 arcsec-2 A -1 sec-1. (Five of the seven powers of the 
axion mass in the power come from the decay rate, one from the cosmic abundance, 
and one from the photon energy.) Figure 6a shows the spectrum of one of the clusters 
(A2218) at about one core radius, and the subtraction spectrum; no candidate axion 
peak is seen. Figure 6b shows a synthetic axion line (ma=3.2 eV) of the expected 
intensity and width in the subtraction spectrum of another (A2256). The authors rule 
out axions in the 3.2 - 7.8 eV mass range. 

. o  

5. Microwave cavify experirnenfs. Axions constituting our own galactic halo may be 
detected by their conversion to a weak monochromatic signal in a tunable microwave 
signal placed in a strong magnetic field. A detailed discussion of the technique, the 
first-generation experiments and the experiments under construction are adequately 
dealt with elsewhere in these pro~eedings.1~113) The experiment at LLNL should 
achieve the KVSZ limit between 1.3 and 13 peV, and would be the first experiment to 
use multiple power-combined cavities to extend the search range in mass upwards 
without sacrifice of total volume.12) Most of the improvement in sensitivity over the 
first-generation experiments-(a factor of -50) derives from scaling up, as well as steady 
incremental progress in GaAs HEMT amplifiers. A possible upgrade to operation 
with DC SQUID amplifiers is under consideration; this could lower the total noise 
temperature to -300 mK, and thus reach the DFSZ axion.14) The Kyoto experiment is 
directed towards implementation of a Rydberg atom single-quantum detector as the 
receiver.13) This is a very exciting development, as it would make the DFSZ limit 
achievable with cavities of only a few liters volume. But while there is optimism for 
doing experiments in the mass range up to - 20 PeV with adequate power sensitivity 
in the not-too-jdistant future, the main challenge will be to develop a good concept for 
extending thetmass range upwards to 100 and then 1000 peV, where the microwave 
cavity experiment becomes impractical on the grounds of physical dimensions. 

I '  
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Conclusion and acknowledgments 

Figure 7 summarizes almost two decades of ingenuity and patient work, theoretical 
and experimental, on behalf of many people.15) This is not the time to flag in our 
efforts; perhaps our persistence will be rewarded within the next ten years! The space 
is insufficient to acknowledge the help I have received over the years from all my 
colleagues, but I want to especially thank P. Sikivie, M. Turner, G. Raffelt, F. Nezrick, 
A. Melissinos, C. Hagmann, W. Stoeffl, and L. Rosenberg. This work was carried out 
under the auspices of the US. Department of Energy Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48 by 
LLNL. 9 
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Figure 7. 
observational astronomy and inferences from stellar evolution. 

Limits on the axion-photon coupling by laboratory experiments, 
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